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An association scheme (or simply, a scheme) is called thin if each of its basic
relations has valency 1. It is easy to see that thin schemes can be viewed as groups
and, conversely, groups can be seen as thin schemes. In the present paper, we
investigate schemes the basic relations of which have valency 1 or 2. We call these
schemes quasi-thin. In order to formulate our results we let (X, R) denote a scheme
(in the sense of P.-H. Zieschang). We first offer three sufficient conditions for
(X, R) to have an automorphism group acting transitively on X. These conditions
are (i) Oh(R) 5Oh(R)={1}, (ii) nOh(R)=2, (iii) R possesses an element r such that
OrP=R and OrrgP=OrgrP. We then prove that, if Oh(R)=Oh(R) and nOh(R)=4,
|X|/4 ¥ {3, 4, 7, 8, 12, 16}. As a consequence of the latter result, we obtain a classi-
fication of the quasi-thin schemes with |X|=4p, where p is a prime number. © 2002
Elsevier Science (USA)
1. INTRODUCTION
This paper continues the investigation of quasi-thin association schemes
which were introduced in [6]. At the beginning of our study we thought
that each quasi-thin association scheme was Schurian, i.e., a quotient of a
thin scheme. Moreover there was some evidence which confirmed this
feeling. For example, it was shown that each quasi-thin scheme has a tran-
sitive automorphism group if and only if it is Schurian [6] and that each
quasi-thin scheme of a square-free odd order is Schurian [5]. Nevertheless,
it turned out that there are quasi-thin schemes which are not Schurian. In
February 2000 A. Hanaki informed the first author that together with
I. Miyamoto he had found a non-Schurian quasi-thin scheme of order
28 [3]. The present paper is the first attempt to understand their example.
It contains a number of sufficient conditions for a quasi-thin scheme
to be Schurian (Lemma 2.4, Lemma 4.1, Theorem 4.4, Theorem 4.9,
Theorem 5.2). These conditions are formulated in terms of the thin radical
and thin residue of a scheme. Combining our construction with the classi-
fication of schemes of order 28 by Hanaki and Miyamoto we obtain that
there exists a unique non-Schurian scheme of order 4p, where p is a prime.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains all definitions and
basic facts about association schemes. In Section 3 we show some properties
on quasi-thin closed subsets. In Section 4, we shall give two sufficient
conditions for a quasi-thin scheme to be transitive (see Theorem 4.4 and
Theorem 4.9). In Section 5 we give a classification of quasi-thin schemes of
order 4p, where p is a prime number (see Theorem 5.2).
2. PRELIMINARIES
Following [8] we give the notation related to association schemes. Let X
be a finite set. We shall denote the diagonal relation of X×X by 1X. Given
r …X×X and z ¥X, we set
rg :={(x, y) | (y, x) ¥ r} and zr :={y ¥X | (z, y) ¥ r}.
Let R be a partition of X×X which does not contain the empty set. We
say that (X, R) is an association scheme (or simply, a scheme) if it satisfies
the following conditions:
(i) 1X ¥ R;
(ii) For each r ¥ R we have rg ¥ R;
(iii) For all d, e, f ¥ R and each (x, y) ¥ f, |xd 5 yeg| depends only
on d, e, f, where we denote the cardinality of a finite set W by |W|.
We always assume that (X, R) is an association scheme and set 1 :=1X
at the remaining of this paper. We denote |xd 5 yeg| with (x, y) ¥ f by adef,
and {adef | d, e, f ¥ R} are called the intersection numbers of R. For each
r ¥ R we abbreviate nr :=arrg1, which is called the valency of r. For each
(x, y) ¥X×X we denote the unique element of R which contains (x, y) by
r(x, y).
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For each F ı R and each x ¥X we set
nF := C
f ¥ F
nf, F × :=F−{1}, Fg :={fg | f ¥ F} and xF :=0
f ¥ F
xf.
Following [8], we shall write the power set of R as P(R), and we define
the complex product P(R)×P(R)QP(R) by
EF :=3r ¥ R : C
e ¥ E
C
f ¥ F
aefr ] 04 for all E, F ı R.
One may notice that for each z ¥X we have
EF={r(x, y) | x ¥ zEg, y ¥ zF}.
It is a trivial observation that the complex product is an associative operation.
For convenience we shall write eF (Fe) instead of {e} F (res. F{e}) when
e ¥ R, F ı R.
A subset F ı R is called closed if FFg ı F. We shall denote by C(R) the
set of all closed subsets of R, and write E [ F if E ı F and E, F ¥ C(R).
The intersection of closed subsets is also a closed subset; therefore, for each
E ı R there exists a unique minimal closed subset OEP which contains E.
Following [8], for each F ¥ C(R) and x ¥X we set
(X, R)xF :=(xF, {fxF}f ¥ F), fxF :=f 5 (xF×xF).
Then (X, R)xF is an association scheme, which is called the subscheme of
(X, R) with respect to (F, x). We set
X/F :={xF | x ¥X} and R//F :={rF | r ¥ R},
where rF :={(yF, zF) | z ¥ yFrF}. Then (X, R)F :=(X/F, R//F) is an
association scheme, which is called the factor scheme of (X, R) over F. The
intersection numbers of (X, R)F may be computed by the formula (see
[8, p. 21])
adFeFfF=
1
nF
C
b ¥ FdF
C
c ¥ FeF
abcf, in particular neF=
nFeF
nF
,
where d, e, f ¥ R. For each E ¥ C(R) with E \ F we set E//F :=
{eF ¥ R//F | e ¥ E}, so that E//F is a closed subset of R//F, and we have
[8, p. 21]
nFnE//F=nE.(1)
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We say that F ¥ C(R) is thin (quasi-thin) if nf=1 (res. nf [ 2) for each
f ¥ F. For each F ¥ C(R) we set
Oh(F) :={f ¥ F | nf=1} and Oh(F) :=70
f ¥ F
ffg8 ,
which are called the thin radical and the thin residue of F, respectively. One
may notice that Oh(F) is the unique maximal thin closed subset of F and
Oh(F) is the unique minimal closed subset E of F such that F//E is thin
(see [8, p. 37]).
We say that F ¥ C(R) is symmetric if fg=f for each f ¥ F, and
commutative if adef=aedf for all d, e, f ¥ F. It is well known that each
symmetric closed subset is commutative.
We shall write the automorphism group of (X, R) as
Aut(X, R) :={s ¥ Sym(X) | -w, z ¥X, r(w, z)=r(ws, zs)},
where Sym(X) is the set of all permutations of X. We say that an asso-
ciation scheme is transitive (intransitive) if its automorphism group is
transitive (res. intransitive) on X.
We shall identify r ¥ R with the adjacency matrix of r, i.e., the X×X
matrix whose (x, y)-entry is equal to one if (x, y) ¥ r, zero if (x, y) ¨ r, and
we shall denote the matrix product of d, e ¥ R by d · e. It follows from the
definition of association schemes that
d · e= C
f ¥ R
adeff.
According to [1] we define the hermitian product [ , ]2 on the full matrix
2 Though the bracket is denoted by ( , ) in [1], we use [ , ] instead of ( , ) to avoid
confusions with elements of X×X.
ring of degree |X| over C to be
[A, B] :=trace(AB¯ t)/|X|,
where A and B are X×X matrices and B¯ t is the complex conjugate and
transpose of B. For all d, e, f ¥ R it holds [1] that
[d · e, f]=[d, f · eg]=[fg · d, eg],(2)
[d, e]=dd, end, where dd, e is Kronecker’s delta.
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The following result collects the basic properties of the intersection
numbers.
Lemma 2.1 [1, Proposition 5.1; 8]. For all d, e, f ¥ R the following
hold:
(i) ndne=;f ¥ R adefnf;
(ii) adefnf=afegdnd=adgfene;
(iii) ad1e=dd, e;
(iv) lcm(nd, ne) | adefnf;
(v) gcd(nd, ne) \ |de|.
Let F ¥ C(R) and x, y ¥X. A map s: xFQ yF is called arranged with
respect to (F, x, y) if it satisfies the following conditions:
(i) s is a bijection with s(x)=y;
(ii) For all w, z ¥ xF we have r(s(w), s(z))=r(w, z).
We say that F ¥ C(R) is arranged if an arranged map with respect to
(F, x, y) exists for all x, y ¥X.
Lemma 2.2 [5]. The following are equivalent:
(i) (X, R) is transitive;
(ii) Each closed subset of R is arranged;
(iii) R is arranged.
Theorem 2.3 [5]. If F ¥ C(R) is quasi-thin with Oh(F)={1}, then F is
arranged.
Lemma 2.4. Let E, T ¥ C(R) such that T [ Oh(R) and ET ¥ C(R). If E
is arranged, then ET is arranged. In particular, each thin closed subset is
arranged.
Proof. Let x, y ¥X be arbitrary points, and let T be a right transver-
sal3 of E 5 T in T, i.e., T=6t ¥T (E 5 T) t. Without loss of generality we
3 A subset, say T, of R is called a right transversal of a closed subset, say E, if R=ET and
Es 5 Et=” for all s, t ¥ T with t ] s. It is known that, for each closed subset E, there exists a
right transversal of E (see [7]).
may assume that 1 ¥T.
We claim that each z ¥ xET has a unique presentation in a z=z˜t where
z˜ ¥ xE and t ¥T. Since T=(E 5 T)T, xET=xET. In order to prove
uniqueness, it suffices to show that, if us=vt with u, v ¥ xE and s, t ¥T,
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then u=v and s=t. Since ustg={v} and u, v ¥ xE, stg ¥ E 5 T, and, hence,
s ¥ (E 5 T) t. This implies that t=s, and, hence, u=v.
Since E is arranged, there exists an arranged map s with respect to
(E, x, y). Define a map y: xETQ yET such that y(wt) :=s(w) t for each
w ¥ xE and t ¥T. We claim that y is arranged with respect to (ET, x, y). It
follows from the previous paragraph that y is a bijection. By the definition
of y, y(x)=y(x1)=s(x) 1=y. For all w˜s, z˜t ¥ xET with w˜, z˜ ¥ xE and
s, t ¥T we have
r(y(w˜s), y(z˜t))=r(s(w˜) s, s(z˜) t)
=r(s(w˜) s, s(w˜)) r(s(w˜), s(z˜)) r(s(z˜), s(z˜) t)
=sgr(w˜, z˜) t=r(w˜s, z˜t).
Therefore, y is arranged with respect to (F, x, y).
The second statement is obtained by setting E={1}. L
3. PRODUCTS OF ELEMENTS OF VALENCY 2
The following statement lists all possibilities for the matrix product of
two relations of valency 2.
Lemma 3.1. Let d, e ¥ R with nd=ne=2. Then the matrix product d · e
is equal to one of the following:
(i) 2f+2g for some f, g ¥ R with nf=ng=1;
(ii) 2f for some f ¥ R with nf=2;
(iii) 2f+g for some f, g ¥ R with nf=1 and ng=2;
(iv) f+g for some f, g ¥ R with nf=ng=2;
(v) f for some f ¥ R with nf=4.
Proof. By Lemma 2.1(v), |de| [ 2. By Lemma 2.1(i), (iv), nfadef ¥ {2, 4}
for each f ¥ de. If nfadef=4, then de={f}. It follows from 1 [ adef [
nd=2 that either (ii) or (v) holds.
Assume that nfadef=2 for each f ¥ de. If |de 5Oh(R)|=0, 1, 2, then
(iv), (iii), (i) hold respectively. L
For each r ¥ R with nr [ 2 we set sr ¥ R to be a unique element in R such
that rrg={1, sr}. Notice that nr=1 if and only if sr=1, and we have
sr=(sr)g, but sr does not always coincide with srg.
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Lemma 3.2. Under the same assumptions as in Lemma 3.1 we have the
following:
• sdg=se ¥ Oh(R) if and only if (i) or (ii) holds;
• sdg=se ¨ Oh(R) if and only if (iii) holds;
• sdg ] se if and only if (iv) or (v) holds.
Proof. Since [d · e, d · e]=[dg · d, e · eg] by (2), the conclusion follows
by applying Lemma 3.1 to the pairs (d, e), (dg, d), and (e, eg). L
The following lemma is useful in characterizing a quasi-thin closed
subset whose thin residue is contained in the thin radical:
Lemma 3.3. For each t ¥ Oh(R) with t=tg we set
Ct :={s ¥ Oh(R) | st=ts} 2 {r ¥ R | nr [ 2, sr=srg=t}.
Then Ct is closed and Oh(Ct) [ OtP.
Proof. Since Ct=(Ct)g by definition, it is sufficient to show that
ed … Ct for all e, d ¥ Ct. Let us fix arbitrary e, d ¥ Ct. By the definition of
Ct, nd, ne [ 2. Since {s ¥ Oh(R) | st=ts} is closed, we may assume that
nd [ ne and ne=2.
If nd=1 and ne=2, then |de|=1 by Lemma 2.1(v), dt=td, and
se=seg=t. Therefore,
(de)(de)g=d(eeg) dg=d{1, t} dg={1, t},
(de)g (de)=eg(dgd) e=ege={1, t}.
This implies that de ı {r ¥ R | sr=srg=t} ı Ct.
If nd=2 and ne=2, then sd=sdg=se=seg=t. By Lemma 3.2, either
d · e=2h for some h ¥ R with (sh, shg)=(sd, seg)=(t, t) or d · e=2f+2g for
some f, g ¥ Oh(R). The first case induces h ¥ {r ¥ R | sr=srg=t} ı Ct, as
desired.
Since t · d · e=d·e · t=d·e, the second case induces the equation
2t ·f+2t · g=2f· t+2g · t=2f+2g,
implying that t ·f=g=f· t. Therefore, f, g ¥ {s ¥ Oh(R) | st=ts} ı Ct.
This completes the proof. L
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4. THIN RESIDUE AND THIN RADICAL
Within this section we always assume that F ¥ C(R) is quasi-thin.
Combining Theorem 2.3 with Lemma 2.4 we obtain the following
lemma:
Lemma 4.1. If Oh(F) 5Oh(F)={1}, then F is arranged.
Proof. By Theorem 2.3, Oh(F) is arranged. By Lemma 2.4, it is
sufficient to show that Oh(F) Oh(F)=F. Clearly, Oh (F) Oh(F) ı F. For
each f ¥ FnOh(F) fOh(F)=nOh(F) f=nOh(F). This implies that there exists
t ¥ Oh(F) f with nt=1 since nOh(F) is odd by Oh(F) 5Oh(F)={1}. Hence
there exists g ¥ Oh(F) such that t ¥ gf, or, equivalently, f ¥ ggt ı
Oh(F) Oh(F). L
Let us now deal with the case where Oh(F) 5Oh(F) ] 1. The following
lemma will be used in this section to give an upper bound of nF by nOh(F)
and nOh(F):
Lemma 4.2. We set I :={t ¥ Oh(F)5Oh(F) | t=tg} and C :=1s, t ¥ I Cs, t
where Cs, t :={f ¥ F | nf=2, sf=s, sfg=t} if s ] t, Cs, s :=Cs 5 F where Cs
is given in Lemma 3.3. Then we have
nOh(F) \ nOh(F) 5 Oh(F)+
nF−nC
nOh(F)
with the equality holds if and only if {sf | f ¥ F−C}=Oh(F)−Oh(F).
Proof. It is clear that
Oh(F) ` (Oh(F) 5Oh(F)) 7 {sf | f ¥ F−C}.(3)
Consider the set S :={sf | f ¥ F−C}. Let d ¥ F−C. Then we have nsd=2.
We claim that {e ¥ F | se=sd}=dOh(F). If sd=se, then, by Lemma 3.2
dge contains a thin element since nsd=nse=2, and, hence, e ¥ dOh(F).
Conversely, if e ¥ dOh(F), then, clearly sd=se.
Since ndOh(F)=2nOh(F) by dd
g 5Oh(F)={1}, we conclude that
2nOh(F) |S|=nF−nC.(4)
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Since nOh(F) \ nOh(F) 5 Oh(F)+nS by (3), it follows from (4) that
nOh(F) \ nOh(F) 5 Oh(F)+2
nF−nC
2nOh(F)
.(5)
It follows from (5) that equality holds if and only if nS=nOh(F)−nOh(F) 5 Oh(F).
Therefore, the second statement holds. L
Lemma 4.3. If Oh(F) >Oh(F) and nOh(F)=2, then nF [ 2nOh(F).
Proof. We set Oh(F) :={1, t}. Applying Lemma 4.2 we obtain that
nOh(F) \ 2+
nF−nC
2
.
Since C=1s, t ¥ I Cs, t 5 F=Ct, it follows from Lemma 3.3 that C is closed.
From (1) and Oh(F) >Oh(F), we obtain that qnC=nF for some q ¥ Z with
q > 1. It follows that
2+
nF−nC
4
=2+
nF−nF/q
2
[ nOh(F),
and, hence, nF [
2nOh(F) −4
1−1/q . If q \ 3, then nF [ 3nOh(F)−6 < 3nOh(F), as
desired. If q=2, then nF [ 4nOh(F)−8 < 4nOh(F) and Oh(F) [ C since F//C
is thin. Therefore, nF [ 3nOh(F) and nF/nOh(F) should be divided by q=2.
This implies that nF [ 2nOh(F), as desired. L
Theorem 4.4. If nOh(F)=2, then F is arranged.
Proof. Let x, y ¥X be arbitrary two points. Since F//Oh(F) is thin,
F//Oh(F) is arranged by Lemma 2.4. Therefore, there exists an arranged
map s with respect to (F//Oh(F), xOh(F), yOh(F)). Let U be a transversal
for Oh(F) in xF. Then we can take a transversal V for Oh(F) in yF so
that |s(uOh(F)) 5V|=1 for each u ¥U. Define r: xFQ yF such that
r(ut)=vt for each u ¥U and each t ¥ Oh(F) where {v}=s(uOh(F)) 5V.
We claim that r is arranged with respect to (F, x, y). For all ws, zt ı xF
with w, z ¥U and s, t ¥ Oh(F) we have
r(r(ws), r(zt))=r(us, vt)=tgr(u, v) s,
where {u}=s(wOh(F)) 5V and {v}=s(zOh(F)) 5V. Note that
r(u, v) ¥ {r(uŒ, vŒ) | uŒ ¥ s(wOh(F)), vŒ ¥ s(zOh(F))}
=Oh(F) r(w, z) Oh(F)=r(w, z) Oh(F).
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If w ] z, then r(w, z) is of valency 2 and r(u, v) ¥ r(w, z) Oh(F)=
{r(w, z)}, implying that r(r(ws), r(zt))=tgr(u, v) s=r(ws, zt). If w=z,
then u=v, implying that r(r(ws), r(zt))=tgr(u, u) s=tgs=r(ws, zt), as
desired. L
It is well known that Oh(F) is a group with respect to the usual product
of binary relations (see [8]).
Lemma 4.5. If Oh(F) [ Oh(F), then Oh(F) is an elementary abelian
2-group.
Proof. Since Oh(F)=Osf | f ¥ FP [ Oh(F), it is sufficient to show that
sfsg=sgsf for all f, g ¥ F. Since sf g … Oh(R) g=gOh(R), we have
sf g=gt for some t ¥ Oh(R). We conclude from ggsf=(sf g)g that
(sf g)(ggsf)=(gt)(tggg)=ggg={1, sg}.
On the other hand, since
(sf g)(ggsf)=sf(ggg) sf=sf{1, sg} sf,
we obtain that sfsgsf=sg, as desired. L
Let us consider the structure of Cs, t given in Lemma 4.2 as follows:
Lemma 4.6. Let {Cs, t}s, t ¥ I be as in Lemma 4.2. If Oh(F)=Oh(F) and
Cs, t ]”, then Cs, t=CsdCt=Csd=dCt for each d ¥ Cs, t.
Proof. By Lemma 4.5, the assumption Oh(F)=Oh(F) implies that
I=Oh(F)=Oh(F) [ Cs, s for each s ¥ Oh(F).
Let d ¥ Cs, t. Then, for each e ¥ Cs we have sd=seg. It follows
from Lemma 3.2 that either ed ı Oh(F) or ed={f} for some f ¥ Cs, t.
If ed ı Oh(F), then d ¥ egOh(F) ı Cs, and, hence, s=t, as desired. If
ed={f}, then sfg=t. Applying Lemma 3.2 to each element g ¥ Ct we
obtain that CsdCt=(Csd) Ct ı Cs, t.
Second, we claim that Cs, t ı Csd 5 dCt. For each e ¥ Cs, t we have
sdg=seg=t. Applying Lemma 3.2 to edg we obtain that either edg ı Oh(F)
or edg={f} for some f ¥ Cs. The first case implies that e ¥ Oh(F) d ı Csd.
The latter case implies that e ¥ fd ı Csd. Therefore, Cs, t ı Csd. Similarly,
we obtain that Cs, t ı dCt.
Since Csd, dCt ı CsdCt, the results follows. L
Lemma 4.7. Assume Oh(F)=Oh(F)=Ct for each t ¥ Oh(F). Then
nF [ nOh(F)+nOh(F)(nOh(F)−1)(nOh(F)−2).
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Proof. By Lemma 4.5 and the assumption,
F=Oh(F) 7 0 {Cs, t | s, t ¥ Oh(F), s ] t},(6)
where Cs, t is as in Lemma 4.6. The number of the choices of (s, t) with s ] t
is (nOh(F)−1)(nOh(F)−2), and, by Lemma 4.6, nCs, t [ nOh(F). Therefore, the
conclusion follows from (6). L
Lemma 4.8. If OsfP=OsfgP, then Oh(OfP)=OsfP.
Proof. We claim that fOsfP=OsfP f. For each g ¥ OsfP=OsfgP there
exists i ¥ Z \ 0 such that g ¥ (sfg) i. We have
fg ı f(sfg) i ı f(fgf) i=(ffg) i f ı OsfP f.
Thus, fOsfP ı OsfP f. Similarly, OsfP f ı fOsfP.
For each h ¥ OfP there exists j ¥ Z \ 0 such that h ¥ f j. By the above
claim,
hhg ı f j(f j)g ı f j−1OsfP(f j−1)g=OsfP f j−1(f j−1)g=·· ·=OsfP.
Since Oh(OfP)=Ohhg | h ¥ OfPP, we conclude that Oh(OfP)=OsfP. L
We say that r ¥ R with nr [ 2 is odd (even) if nOsrP is odd (res. even).
Theorem 4.9. If F=OfP and OsfP=OsfgP, then F is arranged.
Proof. By Lemma 4.8, Oh(F)=Oh(OfP)=OsfP. We may assume that
nsf=2 since the case of nsf=1 follows from Theorem 4.4. If f is odd
(even), then F=Oh(F) Oh(F) (res. nF=2nOh(F) Oh(F) by [6]). Since
Oh(F) Oh(F) is arranged by Lemma 2.4, we may assume that f is even
and nF=2nOh(F) Oh(F).
Let x, y ¥X be two arbitrary points. We choose x˜ ¥ xf and y˜ ¥ yf. We
shall build an arranged map with respect to (F, x, y). Define elements xi, x˜i
(i=1, 2, ..., nOh(F)) as follows: x1 :=x, x˜1 :=x˜. For i > 1 xi and x˜i are
uniquely defined by {xi}=x˜i−1fg−{xi−1} and {x˜i}=xif−{x˜i−1}.
Similarly yi and y˜i (i=1, 2, ..., nOh(F)) are defined by replacing x by y in
the previous sentence. Take a right transversal T for Oh(F) 5Oh(F)
in Oh(F). Note that xF={xit, x˜it | i=1, 2, ..., nOh(F), t ¥T} and yF=
{yit, y˜it | i=1, 2, ..., nOh(F), t ¥T}. Define s: xFQ yF, s(xit) :=yit and
s(x˜it) :=y˜it, where i=1, 2, ..., nF and t ¥T. It can be easily checked that
s is well defined and bijective with s(x)=y. Let w, z ¥ xF be two arbitrary
points. We divide our consideration into three cases:
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• w, z ¥ xOh(F) Oh(F);
• w, z ¥ x˜Oh(F) Oh(F);
• w ¥ xOh(F) Oh(F) and z ¥ x˜Oh(F) Oh(F).
Assume first that w, z ¥ xOh(F) Oh(F). Then w=xis and z=xjt for some
i, j and s, t ¥T. Hence
r(s(w), s(z))=r(yis, yjt)=sgr(yi, yj) t.
Since each relation in OsfP is characterized by the distance in the graph
(X, sf), we obtain r(xi, xj)=r(yi, yj). This implies that r(s(w), s(z))=
r(xis, xjt)=r(w, z). The second case is considered analogously.
Assume now that w ¥ xOh(F) Oh(F) and z ¥ x˜Oh(F) Oh(F). Then
w=xis and z=x˜jt for some i, j and s, t ¥T. Hence
r(s(w), s(z))=r(yis, y˜jt)=sgr(yi, y˜j) t.(7)
Note that
r(yi, y˜j) ¥ r(yi, yj) r(yj, y˜j)=r(yi, yj) f=r(xi, xj) f
and
r(yi, y˜j) ¥ (yi, yj+1) r(yj+1, y˜j)=r(yi, yj+1) f=r(xi, xj+1) f.
We claim that |r(xi, xj) f 5 r(xi, xj+1) f|=1. Assume the contrary. Then,
by (2),
4 [ [r(xi, xj) ·f, r(xi, xj+1) ·f]
=[f·fg, r(xi, xj)g · r(xi, xj+1)]
=[2 ·1+sf, sf+r(xi, x2j−i+1)].
Since f is even, r(xi, x2j− i+1) ] 1. This implies that sf=r(xi, x2j−i+1),
and, hence, r(xi, xj)g · r(xi, xj+1)=2sf, which is impossible. Therefore,
|r(xi, xj) f 5 r(xi, xj+1) f|=1.
Now we can write
{r(yi, y˜j)}=r(xi, xj) f 5 r(xi, xj+1) f={r(xi, x˜j)}.
We conclude from (7) that r(s(w), s(z))=r(xis, x˜jt)=r(w, z). Thus, s is
arranged with respect to (F, x, y). Since x, y are taken arbitrarily, F is
arranged. L
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5. CLASSIFICATION OF QUASI-THIN SCHEMES OF ORDER 4P
We shall apply the results given in Section 4 for the characterization of
quasi-thin schemes of order 4p, where p is a prime number.
Proposition 5.1. Assume that Oh(F)=Oh(F) with nOh(F)=4. Then
nF/4 ¥ {3, 7, 4, 6, 9, 16}.
Proof. First of all we shall rename some symbols for convenience. We
set T :=Oh(F)={1, a, b, c} and D :={(s, t) ¥ T×T | Cs, t ]”, s ] t}.
Then
F= 0
s ¥ T×
Cs 7 0
(s, t) ¥ D
Cs, t.(8)
For all s, t ¥ T × with s ] t we obtain from Lemma 4.5 and Lemma 4.6 that
Cgs, t=Ct, s, Cs 5 Ct=T, |Cs//T| |Ct//T| [ |F//T|.(9)
Since nT=4, |D| is even and at most 6, i.e., |D| ¥ {0, 2, 4, 6}. We divide our
consideration according to |D|.
Case 1 (|D|=0). This condition implies that F//T=1s ¥ T× Cs//T. It
follows from (9) that
|F//T|=−2+ C
s ¥ T×
|Cs//T|.(10)
Without loss of generality we may assume that
1 [ |Ca//T| [ |Cb//T| [ |Cc//T| < |F//T|,(11)
and setM :=|Cc//T|. Then, for all s, t ¥ T × with s ] t we have
|Cs//T| |Ct//T| [ −2+3M.
In particularly, M(|Cs//T|−3)+2 [ 0 for each s ¥ {a, b}, and, hence,
|Cs//T| ¥ {1, 2}. By (10) and (11), the case of |Ca//T|=|Cb//T|=1 does not
occur. If |Ca//T| |Cb//T|=2, then by (10) we obtain |F//T|=1+|Cc//T|,
contrary to the fact that |Cs//T| divides |F//T|. We conclude from the
above that |Ca//T|=|Cb//T|=2, and, hence, |F//T|=2+|Cc//T|. It follows
from (1) that |Cc//T|=2.
Case 2 (|D|=2). Without loss of generality we may assume that
Ca, b ]”, Ca, c=Cb, c=”.
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Take any element d ¥ Ca, b. Then, by Lemma 4.6 Ca, b=CadCb=Cad=dCb.
Note that dgCad=Cb by a direct calculation, particularly |Ca//T|=|Cb//T|.
SettingM :=|Ca//T| we obtain from (8) and (9) that
|F//T|=−2+2M+|Cc//T|+2 |Ca, b//T|=−2+4M+|Cc//T|.(12)
We conclude from (1) that |Cc//T| is a divisor of −2+4M. Applying (9)
for (Ca, Cc) and (Ca, Cb) we obtain that
M |Cc//T| [ −2+4M+|Cc//T|, M2 [ −2+4M+|Cc//T|.(13)
Combining these inequalities we obtain that
M2 [ −2+4M+
−2+4M
M−1
,
and, hence, M2−5M+2 [ 0, which implies M [ 4. Recall that |Cc//T|
divides −2+4M and both M and |Cc//T| divide |F/T|. The only triples of
(M, |Cc//T|, |F//T|) which satisfy these divisibility conditions are
(1, 1, 3), (1, 2, 4), (2, 2, 8), (2, 6, 12),
(3, 2, 12), (3, 5, 15), (4, 2, 16), (4, 14, 28).
We claim that the case of (3, 5, 15) does not occur. Assume the contrary.
Then |F//T|=15, and F//T is isomorphic to the cyclic group of order 15,
contrary to 3=|Ca//T|=|Cb//T| and Ca ] Cb.
Consider now the case where (M, |Cc//T|, |F//T|)=(4, 14, 28). Since
Cc//T is a normal subgroup of |F//T|, it follows from Ca 5 Cc=T
that |CaCc//Cc |=4, a contradiction. Therefore, (M, |Cc//T|, |F//T|) ]
(4, 14, 28).
Case 3 (|D|=4). We claim that it does not occur. Without loss of
generality we may assume that D={(a, b), (b, a), (b, c), (c, a)}. By direct
computations, we obtain that Ca, bCb, c=Ca, c ]”, a contradiction.
Case 4 (|D|=6). Arguing as in the Case 2 we obtain that
|Ca |=|Cb |=|Cc |=|Ca, b |=|Cb, c |=|Cc, a |.
It follows from (8) and (9) that
|F//T|=−2+9 |Cs//T|,
and, hence, |Cs//T| ¥ {1, 2} by (1). Thus, we obtain that |F//T| ¥ {7, 16}.
L
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Proposition 5.1 says that there are only finitely many quasi-thin schemes
(X, R) such that Oh(R)=Oh(R) and nOh(R)=4.
Theorem 5.2. Let (X, R) be an intransitive quasi-thin scheme with
|X|=4p, where p is a prime number. Then |X|=28, Oh(R)=Oh(R), and
nOh(R)=4.
Proof. Since nOh(R) | 4p by (1), nOh(R) ¥ {1, 2, 4, p, 2p, 4p}.
First of all, we shall prove that nOh(R) ¨ {1, 2, p, 4p}. By Lemma 2.2, R is
arranged if and only if (X, R) is transitive. If nOh(R)=1, then R is thin,
contrary to Lemma 2.4. If nOh(R)=2, then R is arranged by Theorem 4.4, a
contradiction. If nOh(R)=p, then Oh(R) 5Oh(R)=1 by Lemma 4.5. It
follows from Lemma 4.1 that R is arranged, a contradiction. If nOh(R)=4p,
then R=Oh(R). From [6] we obtain that (X, R) is transitive, a contradic-
tion.
Second, we shall prove that Oh(R) [ Oh(R) by several steps. Assume the
contrary; i.e., Oh(R) is not thin. Since Oh(R) is not thin, there exists f ¥ R
such that nsf=2. In [6] all quasi-thin schemes with 2p points
are classified. In this case Oh(R)=OsfPOtP for some t ¥ Oh(R) and
{1, OtP, OsfP, Oh(R)} is the set of all closed subsets of Oh(R) where
OsfP=Oh(R) if p=2.
Each g ¥ R satisifies OgggP=OgggP since there are no distinct closed
subsets with the same velency in Oh(R). Thus, if g ¥ R−Oh(R) and
OsgP=Oh(R), then OgP=R. It follows from Theorem 4.9 that R is arranged,
a contradiction.
Therefore, if g ¥ R−Oh(R) then OsgP <Oh(R), and, hence, OsgP ¥
{1, OtP, OsfP}.
We claim that each g ¥ R−Oh(R) satisfies OsgP=OtP. If OsgP=1, then
g ¥ Oh(R)−Oh(R), and, hence, R=OsfPOtPOgP. If OsgP=OsfP, then p ] 2
and nOsfP gOsfP=ngOsfP by Lemma 4.8. This implies that gOsfP contains a
thin element s, say, since ngOsfP=nOsfP=p is odd. Then, R=OsfPOs, tP.
Since OsfP is aranged by Lemma 4.1, it follows from Lemma 2.4 that R is
arranged for both cases, a contradiction.
There exist k, l ¥ R−Oh(R) such that sf ¥ kl. Since sk=skg=sl=slg=t
by the above claim, it follows from Lemma 3.2 that sf(sf)g ı Oh(R). This
implies that p=2, and, hence, Oh(R)=O1g ¥ R gggP=OtP, contrary to
nOh(R)=2p.
Therefore, Oh(R) is thin, and we conclude from Lemma 4.5 that p=2.
Since Oh(R) [ Oh(R) < R, it follows from Proposition 5.1 that
|X|/4=nR/4 ¥ {3, 7}, and, hence, |X|=28 by the classification results in
[4]. This completes the proof. L
According to the classification result of A. Hanaki and I. Miyamoto
there exist exactly two quasi-thin schemes which satisfy the conclusion in
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Theorem 5.2. One of these schemes is transitive while the other is intransitive.
This implies that all quasi-thin schemes with 4p points have a transitive
automorphism group, except one case.
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